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Yoshiwara Higanbana is a mystery visual novel where five men fall in love with a courtesan, Rin. -What will you decide?
Pick from among six choices and get on your way to making Rin's decision fall. Keywords: HIGANNABANA *All sales from
this game are registered as a visual novel. A project by Natsuki's illustrations and MariaCrown’s novel. About the game
--Whether I end up after falling in love, in your arms or in a scarlet prison? It's up to you to make my vow of higanbana
fall or wither-- Even if it's only for one night, I want to be held by you. A beautiful but fleeting love story of a Oiran.
Popular otome game Yoshiwara Higanbana with new CG will soon to be released! The story of a prostitute's fragile but
burning pure love in the Edo brothel Yoshiwara is now available on Steam! This title is an all-ages version of the PC
otome adventure game "Yoshiwara Higanbana" released by MariaCrown in September 2015. The scenario has been
changed to match that of the PS Vita/Switch game "Yoshiwara Higanbana: Kuon no Chigiri" and new CGs have been
added. ※Attention: The Tatsukichi route added in "Yoshiwara Higanbana: Kuon no Chigiri" is not included. ■How to play
In this visual novel, you can take different routes or endings by choosing different choices. Depending on the ending you
complete, new episodes will open up in the main story. ■The new CGs have been added! In the main story, scenes that
were previously showed with characters and backgrounds will be turned into CGs. One scene will be turned into CG for
each character. ■Chinese support In addition to Japanese, Chinese text has been added! ●About the story Edo Period.
On the back side of the glamour of the town, lust is swirling in New Yoshiwara. Chihaya is the highest ranked called Oiran
at the long-established brothel Oukaya. In order to return to her parents in her homeland, day and night, she entertains
unknown male. Which is her unchanging

Features Key:
Unlock→1 more achievements
Auto-save system
(Press "B" on the keyboard to load default game settings)
All new in-game graphics and other effects
DOA7 Unlockable KEGA outfit
Unique costumes for Ane-chan and Shizune-chan
New in-game slot machine
Play as Ane-chan or Shizune-chan
1 Player Support
Difficulty/Hidden scenes adjustable
Story mode, Ane-chan was promoted on the Main Company's overseas branch. She can now visit places like Korea,
America, Russia, etc. The story is supported by new events
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In-game graphics but also new body images for the characters.
Easy Combat and many mini-games
Enhanced life styles and pregnancy in-game
Extensive smaller side-arcos
DOA7 Wish-level
New ToD stages
New in-game secret room and item
Extra story products for all characters
Analog Continue mode, select what story can you continue
Reminder about the love of characters made by corresponding “Story”. Because of the anniversary of DOA5, there are
also many articles related to the DOA series
DOA's Ultimate room
Statistics and real time battle with characters and enemies
Revival of "all characters speak" function, and expect Shizune-chan for the first time
Do Chu, late Michiru on-line fantasy venue
Introduction of a new character, Hyo Suijinki
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